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EIECTRICAT TRAVERSING ACCESSORY FOR VICKERS
PROJECTION MICROSCOPE

S. KAIIviAN * aNo D. M. NORMAII,,*

Iurnooucuon

In the mineralogical laboratory of the senior author when a detailed
examination of a suite of polished or thin sections is required, a projection
microscope (Vickers 55) is used to reduce eye strain. The microscopical
field is obaerved in the viewing screen while the section is systematically
traversed by means of the two micrometers which actuate the mechanical
stage.

Because the stage-traverse micrometers are positioned high on the
Vickers instrument, even short periods of manual traversing were fround
to cause arm fatigue and it was therefore considered desirable to employ
motor power to drive the microscope stage. At first, the use of a flexible
cable drive was attempt"d. By coupling a three-foot length of speedometer
cable to one of the stage micrometers and to the recording unit of a Hurlbut
eletric counter (Hurlbut, 1939) placed at bench level, comfortable, digi-
tally controlled traversing was made possible. This arrangement was satis-
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factory for only short periods, however, because the cable soon unravelled

near the counter coupling and thus required periodic repair or replacement.

Alsq it was necssary to avoid rapid traversing to prevent possible mechan-

ical damage to the micrometer at the ends of the traverse. This experience

indicated that a more satisfactory accessory should incoryorate a dirmt

drive as well as a travese limiting device and led to the design by the junior

author, of the attachment described below.

TnavsRsrNc UNm

An electrically controlled drive was fitted for the stage of a Vickers 55

microscope which traverTes the stage laterally in either direction, the drive

automatically being switched ofi at the end of each pass. By manually

ofisetting the stage at the end of each lateral pass, it is possible to com-

pletely scan a mineralogical section.

The unit (Figure 1) was designed so that it could be attached without

structural alterations to the microscope. The only modification to the mi-

croscope consisted of the addition of a gear (G") approximately IY4" io

diameter and l" long which was slid ovsr and fastened to the knurled

head of the lateral-traverse micrometer (Mr).

The unit consists of a steel bracket (B), atmched by screws to the

rear column of the microscopg which also holds the stage support. Attached

to this bracket is the motor mounting plate (C) which is pivotted at one

edge and a yoke (D) which pivots horizontally and is moved by the gear

(Gr) attached to the lateral-traverse micrometer. The tail of the yoke

actuats micro-switches (E) which prevent overtravel of the lateral-traverse

micrometer and the stage in either direction. On the motor mounting
plate is assembled the motor (F) with a gear (Gr), on its output shaft, of

approximately 1" diameter and /a" width. The drivs gear (Gr) on the
motor is so positioned relative to the gear on the micrometer (Gr) as to

accommodate the 15 mm of the lateral travel by the driven stage.

Th'e motor mounting plate is pivotted so that instant disengagement of

the drive is available and thereby any advantages of manual operation of
the micrometer are still retained. The engagement of the driver gear on the
motor is instantly obtained by pivoting the mounting plate to mesh the
motor gear teeth with the microrneter gear teeth. The weight of the motor

is sufrcient to keep the gear teeth engaged and the fit of the teeth is

detennind by a stop (H) which controls the lowered position of the motor
mounting plate.
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Ftc. 1._ Photograpbs of traversing acressory for vickers 55 microscupe: top -
general view showing motor genr. (G1) meshed with micrometer i"* fbrl,and micrometer stage (s)- near tle uod'o{ a lateral traverse; tott"*l-.toJu-ip'
with 

,motor mounting pl"le (g) rotated so that gea:s are disengaged and
showing detail ol yoke (D) and micro-swirches (E).
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A diagram of the electrical circuit is shown in Figure 2. An ac-dc, series

wound motor with gearhead is used to give a maximum output speed of

96 rpm at 4 in-lb torque. Motor speed in the low range can be infinitely

varied, by means of the rectifier circuit, from zero to a maximal lineal

scanning speed of approximately 50 rnm/min: fast-scanning speed is

provided by the ac circuit. A footswitch controls the power to the motor.

The footswitch and relay contacts are normally in the open positions :

operation of the footswitch closes the three contacts of one of the two

relays, the direction of motor rotation being determined by the position of

the reversing switch.

F.S.

Frc. 2. Diagram of electrical circuit for traversing motor.

scRl - GE-XIA
CRI _ INI693
CR2 _ IN1693
CR3 - 6RS20SP454 (oPtional)
Rl - 2500 ohms, 2 watts
R2 - 1000 ohms, 2 watts
R3 - 10m ohms, /2 watl
Cl - 2uR 50V
Q, - 50uF, 12V
FR - forward relay, 3-polg single-throw
RR - reverse relan 3-pole, single-throw
FL - forward limiting switch
RL
FS - footswitch
Fl - fuse
P - pilot lamp
M - Bodine motor, CaL No. 82080-72
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OpsRAnoI.l

For systematic traversing of a mineral section, the gliding stage of the
Vickers microscope (A) is first centered and locked on the micrometer
stage (S) and the latter is clamped at its zero position of rotation, so that
the fore-and-aft traverse micrometer (lvtr) is in front of the stage and
pointing at the operator. The motor mounting plate is then pivoted to
engage the gears and the stage is traversed to one corner of the traverse
area, which measures approximately 15 mm by 18 mm. The mineral section
is placed on the stage and its position adjusted so that all or most of its
surface will be within the traverse area. The section is now ready for the
fint lateral traverse. At the end of each lateral pass, the stage is manually
translated, by means of the front micrometer, through a suitable trave$e
interval to the starting position for the next pass. The motor switch is
reversed and the footswitch depressed to start the next lateral traverse.
Consecutive traverses are thus in opposite directions.

Footswitch cpntrol of traversing leaves the hands of the operator free
to adjust the focus as required. Observation of the viewing screen is com-
fortable and can be continuous for the duration of a complete traverse
line unlas it be intqrupted for the purpose of recording. The speed of
traversing can be adjusted as dictated by the nature of the sample under
study and the ease of detecting featurs of particular interest. The traverse
interval is determined by the magnification and should be such that succes-
sive traverses overlap slightly. For complete coverage of a large section
it may be necessary to survey more than one traverse area.
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